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Flows into Japan Equity Funds hit their highest weekly total in over
four years during the fourth week of March as domestic investors
turned inwards amidst tech and tariff induced equity market sell-offs
around the globe.

Despite a Fed hike in Mar, it's only been a mixed quarter for the big 
Dollar so far.

Risk asset moves, as the new quarter starts will be a prime talking
point. The S&P500 200-DMA is receiving much attention, a break of
which may well herald a more severe ‘correction’ that would
undoubtedly raise talk of the existence of ‘The Powell Put’.

Opinion polls ahead of Hungary’s parliamentary elections on April 8th

show that Prime Minister Viktor Orban’s right-wing populist Fidesz,
which took power in 2010, maintains a significant (and likely
unassailable) lead over opposition parties, putting it on course for at
very least a simple majority.

The pace of UK securitisation quickened in the first quarter with
mortgage-backed securities driving the market forward. Ten RMBS
were launched in Q1 making it, by the number of deals, the busiest first
three months to a year since the crisis.

With Malaysia's parliament looking set to be dissolved over the next 
few days, which would point to General Elections being held later in 
April or May, investors have plenty of reasons for caution…

With US-China trade tensions continuing to escalate, both Asia credits 
and equities will likely see growing downside risks over the near term.

It's been bid on dips all week, but we continue to wait on a break above 
the big psych area.

Sell into any near term corrective widening in anticipation of extended 
narrowing targeting 40/42, perhaps 27/29. Stop over the 65 lower high

Further gains are anticipated, targeting the 2015 peak at 1.6590 
ahead of objectives at 1.6702 and 1.7013



Know The Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

Flows into Japan Equity Funds hit their highest weekly total in over four
years during the fourth week of March as domestic investors turned
inwards amidst tech and tariff induced equity market sell-offs around
the globe. Japan, which offers investors a reform story and a central
bank still committed to aggressive quantitative easing, has posted seven
straight quarters of economic growth and Japan Equity Funds are
enjoying their longest inflow streak since a 27-week run ended in early
3Q13.

While Japan Equity Funds were enjoying a banner week, most of the
other EPFR-tracked fund groups were struggling as the uncertainty
created by the privacy issues dogging major US technology plays and
the announcement of punitive tariffs on Chinese goods by US President
Donald Trump's administration. US Short Term Government Bond
Funds were the only other major group to record inflows in excess of $1
billion as redemptions from Europe Equity Funds hit their highest level
since mid-2Q17 and over $15 billion flowed out of US Equity Funds.

Overall, the week ending March 28 saw $13 billion redeemed from
EPFR-tracked Equity Funds, $1.9 billion from Bond Funds, $13.3 billion
from Money Market Funds and $200 million from Alternative Equity
Funds. Flows for Equity Funds with Social Responsible (SRI) or
Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) mandates were positive for
the 47th consecutive week but Dividend Equity Funds posted outflows
for the 11th time in the 13 weeks year-to-date.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, China Bond Funds
posted their biggest outflows since mid-January while China Equity
Funds took in fresh money for the fifth time in the past six weeks and
Mexico Equity Funds for the ninth time in the past 10 weeks. Investors
committed fresh money to Bank Loan Funds for the fifth week in a row
but hit High Yield Bond Funds with net redemptions for the 11th straight
week.

Against a back-drop of tariff-related rhetoric, uncertainty about the
composition and policy goals of US President Donald Trump's
administration, pressure on major technology plays and signs that China
may be tapping the credit brakes again, flows to EPFR-tracked Sector Fund
groups showed limited conviction either way during the fourth week of
March. Commodities Sector Funds posted outflows for only the third time
year-to-date, investors pulled money out of Energy and Infrastructure
Sector Funds for the fifth and eighth straight week respectively and Real
Estate Sector Funds experienced net redemptions for the 10th time in the
past 11 weeks.

Among the groups that attracted modest amounts of fresh money were
Financials, Healthcare, Industrials and Technology Sector Funds. In the
case of the latter, funds with global mandates recorded the biggest inflows
while Europe Regional Technology Funds experienced the heaviest
redemptions.

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

Back to Index Page
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Powell Put a Nonstarter

The Context

By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor/Analyst

Risk asset moves, as the new quarter starts will be a prime talking point.
The S&P500 200-DMA is receiving much attention, a break of which may
well herald a more severe ‘correction’ that would undoubtedly raise talk
of the existence of ‘The Powell Put’.

regulation in the US and the taxman in Europe. There’s not a lot a
central bank can, or should, do here.

Is there any other explanation afoot? Our colleagues at TrimTabs
note (not as a reason for the equity market fall) a significant rise in
companies selling shares to raise capital as corporate borrowing
costs rise. Some of this is linked to rising USD Libor. Another dose of
4-week, 3- and 6-month US T-Bills this week provides another test.

Earnings season is on the horizon and there has been mention of an
economic growth ‘upset’ to do with the recent PMIs. These were
‘disappointing’ in that they failed to meet expectations… but were
still expansionary. Meanwhile, the way things stand, a small
proportion of the originally announced steel tariffs will be applied in
reality. This means they will be less visible to the US consumer and
have less impact on spending (same not necessarily true elsewhere
in the world). However, the message any tariffs send will induce
nerves within the market when it comes to potentially restricting
economic growth – a rising Gold/Silver Ratio is provoking response
as a ‘warning’ on growth.

Inflation doesn’t seem to be an issue for investors as the US 10-year
Breakeven trundles lower and back towards 2% and real yields have
fallen in tandem (i.e. financial conditions remain loose) as 10-year
note yields also decline and the curve moves flatter.

Continued p5

There is a fine balance here. Part of the equity market drop is do with the hit
to the so-called FANGS group of equities. After an incredible run these stocks
have taken a larger portion of market weighting (see HERE for an NYT piece
and a couple of WSJ articles HERE and HERE on such issues) hence, as the last
WSJ article notes, is providing a global concern for investors. The first WSJ
piece discusses the regulatory risk to Tech that hasn’t been priced in. And this
seems key to the hit Tech is currently suffering. In many respects we shouldn’t
be surprised. Once a few companies are perceived to become dominant in an
industry… the authorities are never far behind. This tends to be in the form of

https://www.nytimes.com/section/business/dealbook?action=click&contentCollection=business&module=collectionsnav&pagetype=sectionfront&pgtype=sectionfront&region=navbar
https://www.wsj.com/articles/techs-risk-bill-comes-due-1522189387
https://www.wsj.com/articles/warning-sign-tech-stocks-are-dominating-global-markets-like-never-before-1522231729


Powell Put a Nonstarter… Cont’d

The Context

However, on earnings, but possibly germane to another part of
the risk asset fall, something to note from Danielle DiMartino
Booth of Money Strong:

Follow those earnings reports because other sorts of nefarious
price pressures are eating many companies alive. The question is
will Jay Powell take note of what companies report? Well, he did
start the Industrials Group back in his Carlyle days.

It won’t take long to alarm Powell given what survey data have
been saying about transportation and input costs rising. General
Mills — cereal maker — gave a preview in one of the first earnings
reports to be released commenting that input costs had risen so
far so fast it caused the company to turn in a disappointing profits
report.

This is the opposite of the ‘Powell Put’ and without a pass
through of costs to the consumer, will surely result in a profit
squeeze. So, lowflation can still equal rate hikes and a flatter
curve.

This might all induce equity profit-taking to park in bonds. Given
the new quarter, we should get a better sense over the next week
or so, as to which, if any, of these influences provide for concern
longer-term and impact market dynamics.

Back to Index Page

Meanwhile, on the data front… the March US Employment Report
(Friday) will hold the most attention this week. At risk of repeating
ourselves… there doesn’t appear anything to stop the labour
market tightening… although the underemployment rate has
ticked a touch higher since November (to 8.2% from 8%). How
tight is the question, and to which nobody really knows the
answer. A great deal of focus will be on average earnings which are
expected to quicken to 2.8% y/y from 2.6%. This is not necessarily
the same as wage/income growth (it has a different name for
starters instance) and structural change means labour receive
income in non-wage ways. ADP (Wednesday) and Challenger
(Thursday) precede. Weather issues might cause some distortions
though.



Hungarian 2018 Parliamentary Election Preview

The Context

By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Market Analyst

PM Viktor Orban’s Fidesz looks to secure a third consecutive term

• Fidesz’s ‘Hungary First’ has gained party support among voters

Opinion polls ahead of Hungary’s parliamentary elections on April
8th show that Prime Minister Viktor Orban’s right-wing populist
Fidesz, which took power in 2010, maintains a significant (and likely
unassailable) lead over opposition parties, putting it on course for
at very least a simple majority. However, Fidesz will be looking to
regain the two thirds supermajority required to make constitutional
changes that the party lost in a 2015 by-election and there is a
chance it could succeed if most opposition parties fail to cooperate.

PM Orban has created an environment with few checks on his
power and one that has become almost authoritarian in nature, but
while his anti-immigration, illiberal stance places him at odds with
the EU, his focus on putting the interest of his nation first has
gained him support among voters, and his Fidesz party has become
somewhat of a prototype for populist politicians in Europe. Orban
is also widely credited for reversing an economic slump and
controlling the country’s public finances (see chart top right), which
helped to return Hungary’s debt to investment-grade, following a
cut to ‘junk’ during the 2008 global economic crisis.

• Fidesz retains a commanding lead in the polls, aided by a
fragmented opposition

According to recent polls of decided voters, from mid-March
(Nezopont, Zavecz and Publicus), Fidesz enjoys around the same
level of support as the main opposition parties combined.

Right wing party, Jobbik, takes second place, though looks to be
struggling to break the 20% mark, while the MSZP-Parbeszed (socialist-
green liberal) alliance has almost consistently taken third place. The
latest poll from Zavecz (March 14th), meanwhile, suggests the number of
undecided or with no declared party preference remains at a sizeable
30%. A worrying development for Orban is that in the latest poll, from
Iranytu (March 24th), his Fidesz party vote share dropped to 41%, down
3ppts from this pollster’s previous survey (March 7th).

Continued p7



Hungarian 2018 Parliamentary Election Preview – Cont’d

The Context

• Opposition parties need to cooperate, undecided voters also key

Apart from the Jobbik party, which has ceded some far-right territory
to move towards the centre, the opposition is made up of fragmented
left-wing parties. Through changes to the legislature that replaced
the two-round election system with a one-round system, Fidesz has
made it nearly impossible for fragmented opposition parties to beat
ruling party candidates.

There has been no real sign that opposition parties can work towards
electoral cooperation. Recent talks between the Green party, LMP,
left-wing parties and Jobbik, have failed to produce an alliance/joint
candidate. That was considered the best option to counter the
supremacy of Fidesz, in the one-round vote system.

The focus of opposition parties is instead shifting to promoting a high
turnout at the polls, which in 2014 was 62%, as it believed that if
turnout exceeds 70%, they have a chance of pushing Fidesz into a
minority.

Back to Index Page

• Maintaining the status-quo

The fact that Fidesz is, at very least, likely to achieve a simple majority,
means there should be very little impact to the status-quo, with no
major changes to government policies. There is, therefore, no reason
not to assume Hungary’s continuation of a low budget deficit and path
of robust economic growth, which have helped investors to look past
tensions between the incumbent government and the EU.

Favourable economic fundamentals (goldilocks combination of strong
growth and low inflation), set against the backdrop of loose monetary
policy that has seen the NBH embark on a series of unconventional
policy measures, have added to the appeal of Hungarian assets. EPFR
data shows that cumulative flows for funds with a mandate to invest in
Hungarian bonds and equities have been on a near consistent upward
trajectory since late 2016 (see below). Furthermore, with loose
monetary policy conditions expected to remain until at least mid-2019
on the back of a still subdued outlook for inflation, there is little reason
to expect any turnaround in the flows in the foreseeable future.

The high proportion of undecided voters, together with the

surprise local by-election win in February of an independent

candidate supported by all opposition parties in a traditional

Fidesz stronghold, has helped to create an element of uncertainty

heading into the parliamentary election, though there is little

chance of an outright defeat for the Fidesz party.



Preparing For Life After TFS: UK RMBS Issuers Boost Volumes

The Context

By Anil Mayre, Senior Credit Analyst

The pace of UK securitisation quickened in the first quarter with
mortgage-backed securities driving the market forward. Ten RMBS
were launched in Q1 making it, by the number of deals, the busiest
first three months to a year since the crisis. It also provided evidence
of how originators may adjust their strategies in the face of the Bank
of England shutting off cheap money.

The closure of the Term Funding Scheme (TFS) to new drawdowns at
the end of February means lenders will have to broaden their funding
options. And securitisation can play an important role. It is a well-
established and well-understood financing mechanism, but one that
fell out of favour due to cost and other regulatory influences.

A corollary of reduced supply due to TFS, and the Funding for Lending
Scheme before that, was tighter spreads. Pricing may still not be as
competitive as other sectors, such as covered bonds, but investors
remain eager because of that, which will instil some confidence in
sellers when bringing deals.

The spread tightening has allowed the more specialist areas of the
market to benefit too – such as buy-to-let and non-conforming RMBS,
and not just prime issuers. So the volume of issuance is trending up,
and so is the number of transactions as the smaller sellers enter the
fray.

The ten deals included five prime RMBS (versus none in Q1 2017),
three buy-to-let, one specialist prime and one non-conforming. These
deals raised approximately GBP5bn equivalent, out of GBP7bn
equivalent for all public UK securitisations in Q1.

This was about 50% higher than the GBP4.6bn recorded in Q1 2017 and
the highest level for an opening quarter for six years.

The graph shows Q1 2012 standing out with over GBP12bn placed from
six deals. Of that, GBP7bn came from just four prime master trust RMBS.
But then the FLS launched in August 2012, with its impact on RMBS
volumes clear.

Diversification

Issuance is, however, on an upward trend. And amid the recovery is a
story of diversification. Three of the five prime deals included USD bonds
alongside GBP to boost distribution, one was a debut and another the
borrower’s first for five years.

The transactions all marked milestones for the sellers, which bodes well
for the post-TFS world.

The Northview Group got the ball rolling with its new specialist prime
transaction and achieved its tightest print from that programme yet.
Charter Court Financial Services also achieved its tightest print when
selling its buy-to-let deal, as did Blackrock. Charter Court soon returned
with a preplaced deal.

In the prime market West Bromwich Building Society priced its first RMBS
for almost five years, with the lender telling IGM that TFS access was one
of the reasons it had not ventured back into the RMBS market sooner.

Clydesdale Bank sold USD bonds for the first time since 2013. Nationwide
Building Society sold its first RMBS for two years, including USD notes to
boot, and Santander also offered USD bonds too - one of which was a
money market tranche. The last of the prime quintet was Al Rayan Bank,
bringing the first Islamic UK securitisation.

Continued p9



Preparing For Life After TFS – Cont’d

The Context

And Paratus AMC rounded off the quarter with its non-conforming deal,
having fought off a hostile tender offer from real estate investor Clifden to
buy the bonds, to refinance legacy deals.

Securitisation solution

With the TFS fee at 0% if net lending is positive, rising linearly to just 25bp
if net lending drops by 5% or more, it certainly minimised the incentive to
sell RMBS. Nearly GBP103bn had been drawn from the TFS as of the end
of December 2017.

But securitisation can play a role in the post-TFS world, and not just purely
for diversification as there may be economic benefits too.

For example, Charter Court Financial Services told IGM when it priced
PMF 2018-1B buy-to-let deal in January that retail funding came in around
the Libor+100bp mark, whereas term funding was 20-25bp tighter.

Back to Index Page

And the allure of securitisation could increase further if banks and
building societies are having to offer customers sweeter deals as
competition for savings heats up.

Some lenders have already made clear that RMBS will feature
prominently in their plans. OneSavings Bank, which issued the last of
its two RMBS in February 2016, said in its preliminary results that it
intended to return to securitisation this year and has put initiatives in
place to substitute TFS funding with an RMBS programme.

But it was not only about mortgages in Q1 for the UK, as three other
UK securitisations were placed with investors. GMAC-UK and VW sold
auto ABS notes, and Lloyds offered credit card paper – in GBP/USD
format too.
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USD Seasonality in Q2?

The Context

By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

Despite a Fed hike in Mar, it's only been a mixed quarter for the big
Dollar so far.

Amid trade wars worries the USD has fallen -1.3% Nzd to -4.0% Gbp,
-4.2% Nok and -5.7% vs the ultimate G10 FX safe haven these days the
JPY. Gains have only been made vs the +1.6% AUD (close relationship
with China and the main target of increased US protectionism), the
+1.9% SEK (Riksbank not hiking any time soon) and the +2.6% CAD
(NAFTA, BOC's dovish turn after Jan hike).

However, we wish to look forward to the next quarter and wonder
whether any trends tend to emerge in Q2 for the Usd vs its main G10
counterparts. Here's what has been seen previously:

• In Q2 2017, the USD was a near across the board faller, from -0.8%
AUD to -6.4% SEK and -7.3% EUR. The USD rose and only minimally
vs the JPY at +0.9%

• In Q2 2015, back to mainly losses from -1.3% AUD to around -4.0%
EUR, CHF and SEK and biggest losses against GBP -6.0% with USD
gains just against +1.9% JPY and +9.4% NZD (dovish RBNZ,
bemoaning currency strength).

• In Q2 2014, it was all very mixed. Light losses again vs Antipodeans,
for -1.1% NZD and -1.8% AUD, to -3.6% against other commodity
blocer CAD. Light USD gains vs +0.3% CHF to +2.4% and +3.2%
Scandis NOK and SEK.

• In 2013, minimal USD losses vs -0.1% GBP to -1.5% EUR. USD gains
almost everywhere else from +2.7% SEK to +7.5% NZD and +12.2%
AUD (May RBA rate cut)

• Q2 2016, it was almost the reverse. Down vs CAD -0.6%, -3.3% NZD and
sharply vs JPY -9.1% and gains everywhere else from NOK +1.1% to
+4.0% SEK and +7.3% GBP (Brexit vote result!!).

• In 2012, a similar situation to the above. Just -3.9% losses vs JPY
and gains everywhere else +1.00% AUD to around +5.0% CHF and
EUR.

• In 2011, near a full complement of USD losses, from -0.2% GBP to
around -9.0% NZD and CHF. USD scratched out +0.1% vs SEK!

• In 2010, (similar to 2012) just losses -5.7% vs JPY and everywhere
else gains from +1.6% GBP to around +8.5% AUD and NOK and
+9.4% EUR (EZ crisis). Continued p11



USD Seasonality in Q2? – Cont’d

The Context

• In Q2 2009, a perfect storm for the USD (Fed chair Bernanke
said financial crisis worst since the great depression) of -2.7%
JPY to around -15% losses vs GBP and NZD, with biggest
downside seen vs -16.7% AUD.

• Ten years ago, minimal USD losses -0.1% NOK to -0.4% GBP and
then -5.0% AUD. Decent USD gains vs around +3.0% CHF and
NZD to +6.1% JPY.

• In 2007, mostly USD losses -1.4% EUR to -5.0% AUD and -8.0%-
plus NZD, CAD.

• In 2006, again mostly USD downside, from -2.9% JPY to -6.5%
area GBP and CHF and -8.3% SEK. Only USD gains vs the +1.2%
NZD and small ones.

• In 2005, for the first time in the series, USD gains everywhere,
from +1.2% CAD to +6.5% area EUR and CHF, up to +9.4% SEK
(Riksbank -0.5% rate cut in Jun).

• In Q2 2004, small USD losses vs -0.3% SEK and -1.4% and gains
elsewhere, ie +0.9% EUR to +4.8% NZD and +8.8% AUD.

• Fifteen years ago, almost full USD losses from -1.0% NOK to -
6.0% area SEK and NZD, -9.0% CAD and -11.4% AUD. Won out
only vs the JPY +1.4%.

So, in truth, not a huge amount to glean from previous Q2s. The Usd
performance can be mixed! Aud and Nzd volatility can be high, while
usual chief funder Yen tends to follow no one. Looking
for hotspots though, how about GBP in Apr. See below, that's a real
positive trend, although the more the market talks about positive
seasonality the more likely the run ends in 2018!

Back to Index Page



Investors Have Reason to be Wary Ahead of Malaysia’s Elections

The Context

By Tian Yong Woon, IGM Fundamentals Analyst

With Malaysia's parliament looking set to be dissolved over the next few
days, which would point to Malaysia's 14th General Elections being held
later in April or May, investors in Malaysia's equity space have plenty of
reasons for caution during this period of uncertainty. The countdown to
Malaysia's imminent general elections comes amid fresh citizen protests
over redrawn electoral boundaries, with no one outcome presently a
clear call and with reliable and current pre-vote opinion polls all but
non-existent.

According to EPFR data, "smart" fund flows (defined by flows of active &
non-ETF institutional funds) were seen to have poured out of Malaysian
equities in late January this year, a move which preceded the fund
outflows of their retail counterparts and the first major 2018 global
equity selloff (which was inspired by surging US Treasury yields) that
came with it. While "discretionary retail" fund flows (defined by flows of
active & non-ETF retail funds) were quick to reallocate their holdings
into Malaysia equities, "smart" fund flows were not.

Malaysia's equity derivatives market shows a similar tinge of caution,
with the 20-day Simple Moving Average (SMA) of the FTSE Bursa
Malaysia KLCI Index's put-call ratio seen to have steadily risen since late
last year and never quite entirely paring its gains as we head into
Malaysia's 14th General Elections. Delving deeper, it’s also imperative to
note that the FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI Index's early-2018 put-call ratio
increase can be almost wholly attributed to a surge in the aggregate
open interest of the index's put options, one sign that bearish bets on
the index expressed through these derivatives have steadily increased
ahead of what is Malaysia's biggest domestic event risk of the year.

Continued p13



Reason to be Wary Ahead of Malaysia’s Elections – Cont’d

The Context

Looking at another derivatives market, recent trends in the FTSE
Bursa Malaysia KLCI Index's futures markets also sing a similar
tune with a rapid wind down and a growing disinterest (pun
intended) in broad-based futures exposure to Malaysia's equities
seen since early February. This is evidenced by the rapidly
declining 20-day SMA of the aggregate open interest of the FTSE
Bursa Malaysia KLCI index's futures, with the increasing
divergence between the index futures' longer-term price uptrend
and rapidly plunging aggregate open interest of said futures likely
not boding well for the underlying index's prices if current trends
persist.

Back to Index Page

Tech Strategy: KLCI Index Shall Weaken Further Ahead of The Big Push 
Around Dec 2018/Jan 2019 - by Clarence Poh

As such, based on the above-mentioned metrics, coupled with
broader ongoing uncertainties in the global equity markets, it
remains tough to justify a bullish case for the FTSE Bursa Malaysia
KLCI Index in the near-term and especially ahead of Malaysia's
14th General Elections. A deep-dive correlative and technical
analysis of the FTSE Bursa Malaysia KLCI Index's prices will also
reinforce why.

• Consolidation between 1503.68/1896.23 (25 August 2015 spike low/8
July 2014 peak) develops an upward tilt in an ascending channel but
recent price action appears to fade near Fibonacci 61.8% Arc

• The vantage point from September 1998 and October 2008 lows at
261.33 and 801.27 respectively features an Andrews' Pitchfork, and we
saw the Index chugging along the median line to the 1896.23 peak until
the decisive plunge to the 1503.68 trough

• Interplay of 76/136/530-week cycles has unveiled a few key reversal
points since November 2008 and one is highlighted around 20 December
2018 to 24 Jan 2019 - this could be the key reversal time period when
long term uptrend would reassert and from the Andrews' Pitchfork lower
line near 1740

• 100-week MA currently hugs the coastline of the 2-1/2 year ascending
channel support near 1720 area

• Fibonacci 1.236 projection of April 2001-January 2008, 547.72-1524.69
rally from October 2008 low at 801.27 pegs a long-term target at
2008.80

• Conversely, losing the 1503.68 spike low would compromise a key
support at 1310.53 (26 September 2011 bottom)



Asia Strategy: Be Wary of Some Chinese IT Credits in The Event of a Trade War

The Context

By Tim Cheung, Head of China, and Riki Zhang

With US-China trade tensions continuing to escalate, both Asia credits
and equities will likely see growing downside risks over the near term.
So far, the Trump administration has only used tariffs as a weapon. As
the US trade in computers/electronics with China represents the
single largest chunk of the US trade deficit (chart 1 and chart 2), we
think a formal list of proposed tariffs targeting up to USD60bn of
imports from China will cover power equipment, auto and parts,
railway equipment, telecom equipment, and IT hardware.

In our view, the direct impact of any proposed tariffs would be company
specific and limited to selective segments of the market. Among those
segments, IT is likely to be impacted in particular (chart 3).

We note that some China IT names such as LENOVO and HONHAI have
direct exposure to the US tech sector. Among these two names,
LENOVO, which is unrated, could be more vulnerable due to its US
server business, which has not been performing very well for some
time. Other IT industrial players, such as BIDU, JD, ENCNT, BABA,
HUAWEI and SUNOTG have limited direct exposure to the US and
hence should be less affected. HUAWEI and SUNOTG, which remain
relatively cheap in terms of valuation, are likely to see further
improvement in credit fundamentals. Compared to unrated HUAWEI,
SUNOTG is slightly more preferable because it is a rated IG name.
Overall, these two names should have sufficient financial flexibility to
cope with the adverse impact of such tariffs.

Back to Index Page



GBP/CHF: 1:3500/10-Plus Stops Remain Vulnerable

The Context

By Tony Nyman and Ed Blake

It's been bid on dips all week, but we continue to wait on a break above
the big psych area. That's three tests and rejections in 2018 so far and
funnily enough it has still not been breached since coming south on Jun
24 2016. The significance of that date? The day after the Brexit vote!
Through 1.3500/10, we would expect major stopping and bulls likely to
target 1.3800, even 1.4000 areas in H2.

The Pound continues to enjoy relative broad strength following the
semi-surprise EU/UK transitional deal agreement and the 7-2 Mar BOE
and high probability of a May hike (72.3%, just off 78.0% area highs of
Mar 9) .

The Swissy, meanwhile, has not even been able to benefit from its
traditional safe haven appeal amid trade wars worries as the Yen is
undoubted G10 king in that regard these days. The SNB reiterates
expansive policy needs to be maintained (Maechler Wed) and talking of
the CB there's plenty of speculation (and evidence?) that it continues to
intervene actively in FX markets by selling the Chf.

We have been taking a keener interest than usual in GBP/CHF ever since
initiating a long (and one in Gbp/Jpy) Trade Idea on Mar 19 at 1.3300. In
the interim, we have taken half profits at 1.3420 (23rd), while deciding
to run the remainder for 1.3750 or 1.3133. We still believe in the
position and will look to raise the stop if/when 1.3500-plus breaks.

RISKS - Trump on trade, of course. Brexit discussions take a negative turn
(Ireland!!), SNB deem the Swissy has gone far/low enough. The last two,
in particular, long shots.

Here's what techs think. Note it's pretty similar:

• Extends the 17-1/2 month uptrend to pressure strong resistance 
clustered between 1.3492/1.3525

• This consists of 2018 high - 25 January (1.3492), 50% retrace of 
1.5573/1.1446 (1.3510) and 16 June 2016 former low (1.3525)

• With daily-monthly studies strengthening, a sustained clearance 
would allow a potentially rapid rally targeting 1.3650 (.618x 
1.2221/1.3492 off 1.2863)

• Beyond would expose the 1.3836/1.3844 cluster (.764x 
1.2221/1.3492 off 1.2863 and equality of 1.1446/1.3069 off 1.2221)

• Only a failure to decisively clear 1.3492/1.3525 and/or a return below 
1.3334 (23 March low) would caution for 1.3144 (26 February high)
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The Context

US 2v10s Spread – Narrowing Targets 40/42, Perhaps 29 on Extension

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
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• Resumed the long term narrowing trend
via 79 (2018 peak) to probe strong
support at 49 (5 January low)

• Given the deteriorating weekly-monthly
structure, watch for a downside break
opening the 40/42 support zone

• This consists of equality of 137/77 off 100
at 40 and the 15 Oct 07 higher low/18yr
rising trendline both at 42

• Sustained narrowing would then expose
27/29 - 27 Aug 07 higher low and equality
of 267/118 off 178

• Some potential daily Momentum
divergence is noted, but only a failure to
break decisively below 49 and/or
widening over the 60/65 zone would
cause a re-think.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into any near term corrective widening in
anticipation of extended narrowing targeting
40/42, perhaps 27/29. Stop over the 65
lower high.

Resistance Levels 

R5 93 15/16 August 2017 high 
R4 88 6 October 2017 high 
R3 79 9/12 February 2018 highs, near a 4¼ year falling trendline 
R2 65 5/6 March 2018 highs 
R1 60 21 March 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 42 15 October 2007 higher low and 18yr rising trendline, near equality of 137/77 off 100 at 40 
S2 35 18 September 2007 higher low 
S3 27 27 August 2007 higher low, near equality of 267/118 off 178 at 29 
S4 22 1.382 projection of 294/117 off 267 
S5 16 3 August 2007 higher low 



The Context

EUR/AUD – Bulls Closing in on The 2015 Peak at 1.6590

Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
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• Remains firmly entrenched within a 1+
year rising channel

• The recent 50/200-Week MA bullish
crossover bodes well for further gains

• The weekly MACD is in positive territory
and has recently crossed higher again

• A return to the 2015 peak at 1.6590 is
favoured ahead of further targets at
1.6702 and 1.7013

• Bears need to trade back through 1.5607
to stall short-term momentum

• Only below the 1.5228/1.5156 area
threatens to derail the wider advance

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Further gains are anticipated, targeting the
2015 peak at 1.6590 ahead of objectives at
1.6702 and 1.7013. Bears need to breach
1.5607 to stall short-term momentum

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.7497 61.8% of the 2008-2012 (2.1135-1.1612) fall 
R4 1.7013 1.618x 1.3627-1.5228 rally projected off 1.4424 
R3 1.6702 27 November 2017 high 
R2 1.6590 24 August 2015 high 
R1 1.6253 11 February 2016 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.5860 21 March 2018 low 
S2 1.5607 20 February 2018 low 
S3 1.5228 1 June 2017 high 
S4 1.5156 11 January 2018 low 
S5 1.4424 20 July 2017 low 
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